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Permanent Makeup: Ideas and Techniques, part of Milady's Aesthetician Series, focuses on the newest techniques and
the most recent trends in permanent make-up, one of the most popular procedures in the aesthetics industry today. A
section on equipment and how they relate with the procedures is included, as well as information on inks and their
different pigments, organic and inorganic pigments, and the various results achieved. Permanent Make-up: Tips and
Techniques is made to provide readers with comprehensive information regarding FDA and condition laws, and current
studies. With photos to greatly help illustrate the methods, this book is an absolute requirement for the permanent
make-up professional. This growing sector is also one of the most technique-sensitive with high demand for informed
permanent makeup artists in plastic material surgeon's offices, cosmetic dermatologist's offices, and spas. Readers are
also introduced to anatomy and physiology associated with permanent makeup and exercises are included to greatly
help reinforce the information.
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Pass the state test I found this book to really help with passing my State Broad test for Everlasting Makeup. Excellent
way to obtain information for student starting out doing this support. Was a bit past due in delivery but once bringing it
to the attention of Amazon they required care of it instantly and was delivered within the week. SERIOUSLY
UNDERWHELMED by the information contain Was hoping because it has the "Miladay's" brand name it would actually
have some useful information.i don’t trust any longer.!.! It has the most elementary info in it ever. ....I'll think 100
occasions before i purchase. Great book.you can clearly start to see the price I purchased and what the price is now.
Just how to steralize things, how exactly to shape a brow, etc.You can learn all of this on Youtube Great, informative
reserve for the professional permanent makeup artist. Useless sucks. Very informative. Great for professional makeup
performers as a reference reserve. Good, good publication. I believe this book is crucial for the permanent make-up
technician! Buy it! Informative! This book is quite informative and although it didn't give tips for the use of permanent
makeup , it did give tips for the total procedure of permanent makeup and It details color theory real well. I love it.. This
book is effective but the price is not. good Great Three Stars Good Five Stars great book ... the "Miladay's" brand it
would already have some useful information. This book is helpful but the price is not. Writer obviously must go back to
school for Permanent Makeup. SERIOUSLY UNDERWHELMED by the information contain in this reserve.
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